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“Catholicism suits me because I like the way
everything is clear and concise. You’ll always be

forgiven, but you must know the rules”

“Stanbrook became part of Rumer’s life and Dame
Felicitas, in particular, one of her most valued friends.

Through her, Rumer was able to share a poweful
spiritual and intellectual tradition, which she came

to admire greatly” 

Since becoming Catholic, “My writing self, which is the
more truthful, answered: Because nuns are dramatic.

Theirs is the greatest love story in the world.”

“Rumer constructs a sequence of interlocking stories
of how women of very different backgrounds and

tempraments decide to become nuns and what
difficulties and triumphs ensue” particularly the

continued process of conversion within even the most
pious.

“She has great gifts and one can’t deny it. But one
day I think she’ll learn to know herself. I have always
found it is wiser to let God teach His own lessons in

His own time” (Black Narcissus, 94)

Humility learned through suffering / Attempts at
self-conversion can fail as often as we revert 

“It was as if she had broken the sheath of her last
self and emerged--as I did, thought Sophie, like the

snake from its skin” (Kingfishers Catch Fire, 218)
New life does not mean divorce from the old / The

old is very much alive within the new, but
becoming a new creation is possible.

“I am sure there are sisters who, at one time or
another, have had times of longing--almost
burning. Then the only thing to do is work,

physically hard work.--And you can always pour it
all out to our Lord. He was human too” (Five for

Sorrow, Ten for Joy, 108)
Spiritual battle is combated with physical discipline
/ The incarnation is the realest example of humans

overcoming the conversion cycle.

“As the candles caught their light from one another,
Cecily had a vision of the flame running in the same way

from one church to another throughout Christendom,
far around the world: new light, new joy, fresh hope” (In

This House of Brede, 282).

The cycle of conversion alighting conversion in
others / virtues acquired through work


